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The Art of South and Southeast Asia Steven Kossak 2001 Presents works of art selected from the
South and Southeast Asian and Islamic collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, lessons
plans, and classroom activities.
The Elephant and the Dragon in Contemporary Life Sciences Joy Y. Zhang 2022-04-26 This book
demonstrates that the 'subversiveness' assumed in China's and India's rise in the life sciences
reflects many of the regulatory challenges that are shared globally. It stresses a decolonial
imperative for science governance to be responsive and effective in a cosmopolitan world.
The dragon and the elephant Gulati, Ashok 2007-11-14 China and India are the most
extraordinary economic success stories of the developing world. Both nations’ economies have
grown dramatically over the past few decades, elevating them from two of the world’s poorest
countries into projected economic superpowers. As a result, the numbers of Chinese and Indians
living in poverty have rapidly fallen and per capita incomes in China and India have quadrupled
and doubled, respectively. This book investigates the reasons for these staggering
accomplishments and the lessons that can be applied both to other developing nations and to the
problem of poverty that remains in these two countries. The contributors pay particular attention to
agriculture and the rural economy, examining how initial conditions and investments and the
prioritization and sequencing of different policies and strategies have led to successes, and how
the agricultural and rural sectors connect to overall economic expansion. They also emphasize the
importance of anti-poverty programs and safety nets in helping poor people escape poverty. The
book offers a set of policy and strategic options for future growth and poverty reduction. These
include setting the right priorities for public spending, identifying trade and market reforms, building
social safety nets for the poorest of the poor, and building accountable institutions that can provide
public goods and services effectively. The book concludes by examining future challenges to
China and India’s economic development, such as the need to ensure growth that is sustainable,
equitable, and environmentally friendly. The Dragon and the Elephant offers valuable insights to
development specialists anxious to multiply the benefits experienced by two of the greatest
economic successes in recent times.
China and India Dilip K. Das 2007-01-24 The economies of the People’s Republic of China and
India are emerging-market economies, which account for more than a third of the global
population. These two economies share many similarities in that they are large populous
neighbours, who were regarded as abjectly poor countries until the 1980s and both are ancient
cultures which has both advantages and disadvantages for economic development. However, their
political systems are very different. While India is an open democratic society, China is a closed

society run in an authoritarian manner by the Chinese Communist Party. This dissimilarity impacts
on the economic decision making process in the two economies. This book is the first to
systematically compare and contrast the two economies. It takes an objective and dispassionate
view and delves into the constructive and favourable side as well as adverse and unfavourable
side of the two economies. Written in a comprehensive and authoritative manner, it covers large
areas of the two economies, including trade and financial sectors. It also includes other important
relevant facets of the two economies.
India Turns East Frederic Grare 2017-12 India Turns East tells the story of India's long and difficult
journey to reclaim its status in a rapidly changing Asian environment increasingly shaped by the
US-China rivalry and the uncertainties of US commitment to Asia's security. The Look East policy
initially aimed at reconnecting India with Asia's economic globalisation. As China became more
assertive, Look East rapidly evolved into a comprehensive strategy with political and military
dimensions. Frederic Grare argues that, despite this rapprochement, the congruence of Indian and
US objectives regarding China is not absolute. The two countries share similar concerns, but differ
in their tactics as well as their thoughts about the role China should play in the emerging regional
architecture. Moreover, though bilateral US policies are usually perceived positively in New Delhi,
paradoxically, the multilateral dimensions of the US Rebalance to Asia policy sometimes pushes
New Delhi closer to Beijing's positions than to Washington's. This important new book explores
some of the possible ways out of India's 'Eastern' dilemma.
On India:who Says the Elephant Can't Dan Debasish Sahoo 2007-08 Powerful images of India
have emerged during the last fifteen years, after the country's economy was opened up in 1991.
The economic rise of India started to grab the attention of global policy makers and economists
recently. Little more than 15 years ago, this giant was virtually off the radar of many western
countries. The era of skepticism is now over and the era of awe has begun. The global
competitiveness of Indian industry and the role its knowledge capital is playing in the process of
globalization and structural change in the world economy are the visible signs of India's
empowerment. India is transforming the global economy in many ways that could not have been
conceived a decade earlier. The world is coming to understand its success in information
technology, off shore centers, and above all, the contributions of Indians in the hi-tech start up
arena. India today is at the cusp of a paradigm change in its growth trajectory and its position in
the world. This text is a discourse on India's recent rise, its present competencies and the future
challenges the country needs to overcome, if it has to live up to the reputation as the next
economic power house.
Superpower? Raghav Bahl 2010 In his career as a journalist and one of India’s top entrepreneurs,
Raghav Bahl has often faced a barrage of questions from visiting businesspeople bewildered by
India: Why are Indian regulations so weak and confusing? Why is your foreign investment policy
so restrictive? How is it that you speak such good English? Inevitably, the questions are followed
by the observation: But, you know, that’s not the way it is in China. Indeed, even as the two
economies are together projected to dominate the world, there is a palpable difference in the way
China and India work on the ground. China is spectacularly effective in building infrastructure and
is currently investing almost half its GDP. Meanwhile, India is a ‘promising’ economy: more than
half its GDP is consumed by its billionplus population; half its population is younger than twentyfive, giving it a unique demographic advantage; 350 million Indians understand English, making it
the largest English-using country in the world In the race to superpower status, who is likely to
breast the tape—China’s hare or India’s tortoise? For anyone looking to understand China and
India and the ways in which these two nations are about to change the history of the world, this is
the book to read. Is India ready for superpower status? Or are we irretrievably behind in the game
of catch-up with China?
The Quiet Revolution in Staple Food Value Chains Asian Development Bank 2012-12-01 Major
changes have been occurring almost unnoticed in staple value chains in Asia. The Quiet
Revolution in Staple Food Value Chains documents and explains the transformation of value

chains moving rice and potatoes between the farm gate and the consumer in Bangladesh, the
People’s Republic of China, and India. The changes noted are the rapid rise of supermarkets,
modern cold storage facilities, large rice mills, and commercialized small farmers using inputintensive, mechanized technologies. These changes affect food security in ways that are highly
relevant for policymakers across Asia—the rise of supermarkets provides cheaper staples, more
direct relations in the chains combined with branding have increased traceability, and the rise of
cold storage has brought higher incomes for potato farmers and all-season access for potato
consumers. The book also joins two debates that have long been separate and parallel—food
industry and agribusiness development and market competitiveness—with the food security and
poverty alleviation agend
The Dragon and the Elephant David Smith 2010-07-09 The rise of China and India will be the
outstanding development of the 21st century, raising fundamental questions about both the
structure of the world economy and the balance of global geopolitical power. Will China still be a
repressive and undemocratic regime, embracing free market economics but only when it suits?
How aggressive a superpower will it be? And what about India, whose huge and growing
population and economic prospects appear to guarantee prosperity? David Smith analyses the
ways in which the world is tilting rapidly Eastwards, and examines all the implications of the shift in
global power to Beijing, Delhi and Washington - a shift that will creep up on us before we know it.
Star of India Philip Leibfried 2016-06-22 This is the HARDBACK version. Among the top child stars
of the 1930s and 1940s was a former stable boy from southern India, the only star with a single
name - Sabu. Born Selar Shaik in 1924, he vaulted to stardom in his first film, a British production
entitled Elephant Boy (1937). For the next decade he either starred or was featured in several
finely crafted adventure films, including the fantasy favorite The Thief of Bagdad (1940) and the
definitive version of Rudyard Kipling's perennially popular Jungle Book (1942). Adapting to modern
western ways proved remarkably easy due to his above average intelligence and innate charm.
After moving to America, the popular performer became a U.S. citizen in 1944, and did his bit for
the war effort as a belly gunner, seeing action in the Pacific theater. In the post-war years Sabu's
career began its inevitable decline. Fantasy and exotic adventure films were not as popular as
during the war, and Hollywood studios found the dark-skinned actor difficult to cast. In the early
1950s he journeyed to Europe, appearing in a pair of Italian films and two circuses. Sabu next
made a triumphant return to his homeland where he acted in one film and tested for another.
Returning to America, the still young actor was seen in some minor films and one final foreign film
made in Germany. After appearing in a Disney film, India's first and most enduring international
movie star passed away suddenly of a heart attack in December 1963, leaving behind an
exceptional legacy of memorable motion pictures and an image of radiant youthfulness.
Triumph of the City Edward Glaeser 2011-02-10 Shortlisted for the Financial Times and McKinsey
Best Book of the Year Award in 2011 “A masterpiece.” —Steven D. Levitt, coauthor of
Freakonomics “Bursting with insights.” —The New York Times Book Review A pioneering urban
economist presents a myth-shattering look at the majesty and greatness of cities America is an
urban nation, yet cities get a bad rap: they're dirty, poor, unhealthy, environmentally unfriendly . . .
or are they? In this revelatory book, Edward Glaeser, a leading urban economist, declares that
cities are actually the healthiest, greenest, and richest (in both cultural and economic terms)
places to live. He travels through history and around the globe to reveal the hidden workings of
cities and how they bring out the best in humankind. Using intrepid reportage, keen analysis, and
cogent argument, Glaeser makes an urgent, eloquent case for the city's importance and splendor,
offering inspiring proof that the city is humanity's greatest creation and our best hope for the future.
The Dragon and the Elephant National Research Council 2010-03-25 The return of the oncedormant economies of China and India to dynamism and growth is one of the most remarkable
stories in recent history. The two countries are home to nearly 40 percent of the world's population,
but until recently neither had played an influential role in the contemporary global economy. In the
past two decades, China and India have liberalized internal economic policy, treatment of foreign

investment, and trade, and have experienced economic growth at sustained high rates. From the
point of view of the United States, however, the most important development in the Chinese and
Indian economies in the long term may be the strides they are making in developing their own
domestic innovation capacities. After a long period of underinvestment, both countries have
committed to growing their science and education systems to bolster research and further
economic expansion. Some observers of the recent growth have said that both countries are
surging in their efforts to spur innovation; others have emphasized the potential of one country
over the other; and still others have suggested that both China and India have a long way to go
before achieving innovation-driven growth. With such a range of views, The National Academies
set out to describe developments in both countries, in relation to each other and the rest of the
world, by organizing a conference in Washington, D.C. The conference, summarized in this
volume, discussed recent changes at both the macroeconomic level and also in selected
industries, and explored the causes and implications of those changes.
Turn of the Tortoise T. N. Ninan 2017 Originally published by Allen Lane, New Delhi, in 2015.
The Four Little Dragons Ezra F. Vogel 1991 Vogel brings masterly insight to the underlying
question of why Japan and the little dragons--Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore-have been so extraordinarily successful in industrializing while other developing countries have not.
The Elephant and the Dragon: The Rise of India and China and What It Means for All of Us Robyn
Meredith 2008-06-17 Offers a compelling study of the rise to international economic power of
China and India that examines the implications of these emerging Asian giants for America and
what America needs to know about the economic and political strategies of the two nations in
order to compete in the global marketplace. Reprint.
Translation Analysis Attama Pungchangam 2011
The Myth of Chinese Capitalism Dexter Roberts 2020-03-10 The untold story of how restrictive
policies are preventing China from becoming the world’s largest economy Dexter Roberts lived in
Beijing for two decades working as a reporter on economics, business and politics for Bloomberg
Businessweek. In The Myth of Chinese Capitalism, Roberts explores the reality behind today’s
financially-ascendant China and pulls the curtain back on how the Chinese manufacturing machine
is actually powered. He focuses on two places: the village of Binghuacun in the province of
Guizhou, one of China’s poorest regions that sends the highest proportion of its youth away to
become migrants; and Dongguan, China’s most infamous factory town located in Guangdong,
home to both the largest number of migrant workers and the country’s biggest manufacturing
base. Within these two towns and the people that move between them, Roberts focuses on the
story of the Mo family, former farmers-turned-migrant-workers who are struggling to make a living
in a fast-changing country that relegates one-half of its people to second-class status via
household registration, land tenure policies and inequality in education and health care systems. In
The Myth of Chinese Capitalism, Dexter Roberts brings to life the problems that China and its
people face today as they attempt to overcome a divisive system that poses a serious challenge to
the country’s future development. In so doing, Roberts paints a boot-on-the-ground cautionary
picture of China for a world now held in its financial thrall.
Why Does the Dragon Fly While the Elephant Walks? Yanrui Wu 2006
Power Realignments in Asia Alyssa Ayres 2009-07-10 China's emergence as a great power is
transforming the world, affecting its security, economy and physical environment. Power
Realignments in Asia: China, India and the United States explores the impact of China's rise on
relations among China, India and the United States. The topics covered in the collection span
traditional security issues-political-military affairs and military modernization-to new challenges
posed by rapid and deep economic integration, to global issues like energy security and
environmental degradation accompanying rapid economic growth. Each of these issues affects the
triangular dynamic among China, India and the United States. A special feature of this volume is
that it is an informed assessment of an under-researched theme-China's complex role in
simultaneously promoting and inhibiting Indo-U.S. engagement. It examines the many shades of

strategic ambiguity, reflected most recently in China's response to the historic Indo-U.S. civil
nuclear initiative. This work will be an important resource for all those interested in Asia's security
politics, the American response to the rise of China and India and the changing dynamic of Asian
balance of power.
The elephant and the dragon in contemporary life sciences Joy Y. Zhang 2022-03-15 This book
provides a powerful diagnosis of why the global governance of science struggles in the face of
emerging powers. Through unpacking critical events in China and India over the past twenty
years, it demonstrates that the ‘subversiveness’ assumed in the two countries’ rise in the life
sciences reflects many of the regulatory challenges that are shared worldwide. It points to a
decolonial imperative for science governance to be responsive and effective in a cosmopolitan
world. By highlighting epistemic injustice within contemporary science, the book extends theories
of decolonisation.
The Rise of China and India in Africa Fantu Cheru 2010-03-11 In recent years, China and India
have become the most important economic partners of Africa and their footprints are growing by
leaps and bounds, transforming Africa's international relations in a dramatic way. Although the
overall impact of China and India's engagement in Africa has been positive in the short-term, partly
as a result of higher returns from commodity exports fuelled by excessive demands from both
countries, little research exists on the actual impact of China and India's growing involvement on
Africa's economic transformation. This book examines in detail the opportunities and challenges
posed by the increasing presence of China and India in Africa, and proposes critical interventions
that African governments must undertake in order to negotiate with China and India from a
stronger and more informed platform.
Fateful Triangle Tanvi Madan 2020-02-04 Taking a long view of the three-party relationship, and
its future prospects In this Asian century, scholars, officials and journalists are increasingly
focused on the fate of the rivalry between China and India. They see the U.S. relationships with
the two Asian giants as now intertwined, after having followed separate paths during the Cold War.
In Fateful Triangle, Tanvi Madan argues that China’s influence on the U.S.-India relationship is
neither a recent nor a momentary phenomenon. Drawing on documents from India and the United
States, she shows that American and Indian perceptions of and policy toward China significantly
shaped U.S.-India relations in three crucial decades, from 1949 to 1979. Fateful Triangle updates
our understanding of the diplomatic history of U.S.-India relations, highlighting China’s central role
in it, reassesses the origins and practice of Indian foreign policy and nonalignment, and provides
historical context for the interactions between the three countries. Madan’s assessment of this
formative period in the triangular relationship is of more than historic interest. A key question today
is whether the United States and India can, or should develop ever-closer ties as a way of
countering China’s desire to be the dominant power in the broader Asian region. Fateful Triangle
argues that history shows such a partnership is neither inevitable nor impossible. A desire to offset
China brought the two countries closer together in the past, and could do so again. A look to
history, however, also shows that shared perceptions of an external threat from China are
necessary, but insufficient, to bring India and the United States into a close and sustained
alignment: that requires agreement on the nature and urgency of the threat, as well as how to
approach the threat strategically, economically, and ideologically. With its long view, Fateful
Triangle offers insights for both present and future policymakers as they tackle a fateful, and
evolving, triangle that has regional and global implications.
ASEAN Matters Yoong Yoong Lee 2011-01-01 Ch. 23. Encompassing the AEC blueprint into
ASEAN's subregional frameworks : A commentary / Gary P. Krishnan -- Theme 4. Socio-cultural.
ch. 24. Population ageing in ASEAN : Prospects and implications / Kang Soon Hock and Yap Mui
Teng. ch. 25. Making ASEAN relevant to the young / Diana Lee. ch. 26. ASEAN and human
capital / Faizal Bin Yahya. ch. 27. The ASEAN quest for greater engagement and commitment /
Braema Mathiaparanam -- Theme 5. External relations. ch. 28. Lao PDR's role in ASEAN-China
trade ties / H.E. Prime Minister Bouasone Bouphavanh. ch. 29. ASEAN's diplomatic importance to

China / Sheng Lijun. ch. 30. ASEAN as a mover of Asian regionalism / Akiko Fukushima. ch. 31.
What I have always wondered about ASEAN : A perspective from ROK / Lee Sun-Jin. ch. 32.
India's place and ASEAN's primacy in the New East Asia / P.S. Suryanarayana. ch. 33.
Reflections on regionalism : The ASEAN journey / Simon Murdoch. ch. 34. ASEAN and Latin
America : Time for a vibrant connectivity / Paulo Alberto da Silveira Soares. ch. 35. Building a
strategic partnership : A review of relations between ASEAN and the ILO / Ng Gek-Boo -- Theme
6. The future. ch. 36. The future of ASEAN : Obsolescent or resilient? / Amitav Acharya. ch. 37.
How Can ASEAN stay relevant? / Joergen Oerstroem Moeller. ch. 38. ASEAN into the future :
Towards a better monitoring and evaluation of regional co-operation programmes / Azmi Mat
Akhir. ch. 39. Strengthening the foundation for an ASEAN community / Wilfrido V. Villacorta
Global Project Management Jean Binder 2016-04-22 Ongoing research shows that whilst 90 per
cent of large companies are conducting global projects to take advantage of distributed skills,
around-the-clock operations and virtual team environments, less than one third of them have
effective, established practices to help project managers and team members working over a
distance. As a consequence, most organisations struggle to reach the required levels of quality
and effectiveness from these projects because their methods and practices are not adapted to a
global multi-cultural environment, where most communication is in writing and asynchronous.
Global Project Management describes how to adapt your organisation and your projects to thrive
in this environment. The book goes beyond the recommendations on collaborative tools, to
suggest the development of best practices on cross-cultural team management and global
communication, recommend organisational changes and project structures, and propose
alternatives for the implementation of the new practices and methods. The text is filled with real-life
examples and techniques and illustrates how to apply the recommendations as part of the
successful management of any global project.
The Dragon and the Elephant Ashok Gulati 2007-11-20 China and India are the most
extraordinary economic success stories of the developing world. Both nations’ economies have
grown dramatically over the past few decades, elevating them from two of the world’s poorest
countries into projected economic superpowers. As a result, the numbers of Chinese and Indians
living in poverty have rapidly fallen and per capita incomes in China and India have quadrupled
and doubled, respectively. This book investigates the reasons for these staggering
accomplishments and the lessons that can be applied both to other developing nations and to the
problem of poverty that remains in these two countries. The contributors pay particular attention to
agriculture and the rural economy, examining how initial conditions and investments and the
prioritization and sequencing of different policies and strategies have led to successes, and how
the agricultural and rural sectors connect to overall economic expansion. They also emphasize the
importance of anti-poverty programs and safety nets in helping poor people escape poverty. The
book offers a set of policy and strategic options for future growth and poverty reduction. These
include setting the right priorities for public spending, identifying trade and market reforms, building
social safety nets for the poorest of the poor, and building accountable institutions that can provide
public goods and services effectively. The book concludes by examining future challenges to
China and India’s economic development, such as the need to ensure growth that is sustainable,
equitable, and environmentally friendly. The Dragon and the Elephant offers valuable insights to
development specialists anxious to multiply the benefits experienced by two of the greatest
economic successes in recent times.
Top Secret! What 100 Brave Critics Say about the Elephant and the Dragon Andrew Bressing
2013-04 In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not
at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "The Elephant and the Dragon: The Rise
of India and China and What It Means for All of Us." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews
are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting
sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1.
You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've

heard it all.
Rise of the Asian Giants Chung Tan 2009-02 This comparative study by Chinese social scientists
of the Chinese and Indian development experiences over six decades of independent nationhood
is witness to the fact that China and India are now looking at each other directly in search of a winwin partnership as both countries transform themselves into economic powerhouses.
The Elephant and the Dragon: The Rise of India and China and What It Means for All of Us Robyn
Meredith 2008-06-17 "A comprehensive primer on the development of these Asian tigers."—Noam
Lupu, San Francisco Chronicle The Elephant and the Dragon is the essential guide to
understanding how India and China are reshaping our world. With labor now unbound from
geographic borders, we're seeing startling shifts in how—and where—nearly everything we buy is
made. In a compelling mix of history and on-the-ground reporting, veteran journalist Robyn
Meredith untangles the complex web of business and politics, as well as environmental and
cultural issues that entwine India, China, and the West. She also outlines how
Americans—business leaders, workers, politicians, even parents—can understand the vast
changes coming and thrive in this new age.
The Elephant, the Tiger, and the Cell Phone Shashi Tharoor 2007 For More Than Four Decades
After Gaining Independence, India, With Its Massive Size And Population, Staggering Poverty And
Slow Rate Of Growth, Was Associated With The Plodding, Somnolent Elephant, Comfortably
Resting On Its Achievements Of Centuries Gone By. Then In The Early 1990S The Elephant
Seemed To Wake Up From Its Slumber And Slowly Begin To Change Until Today, In The First
Decade Of The Twenty-First Century, Some Have Begun To See It Morphing Into A Tiger. As
India Turns Sixty, Shashi Tharoor, Novelist And Essayist, Reminds Us Of The Paradox That Is
India, The Elephant That Is Becoming A Tiger: With The Highest Number Of Billionaires In Asia, It
Still Has The Largest Number Of People Living Amid Poverty And Neglect, And More Children
Who Have Not Seen The Inside Of A Schoolroom Than Any Other Country. So What Does The
Twenty-First Century Hold For India? Will It Bring The Strength Of The Tiger And The Size Of An
Elephant To Bear Upon The World? Or Will It Remain An Elephant At Heart? In More Than Sixty
Essays Organized Thematically Into Six Parts, Shashi Tharoor Analyses The Forces That Have
Made Twenty-First Century India And Could Yet Unmake It. He Discusses The Country S
Transformation In His Characteristic Lucid Prose, Writing With Passion And Engagement On A
Broad Range Of Subjects, From The Very Notion Of Indianness In A Pluralist Society To The
Evolution Of The Once Sleeping Giant Into A World Leader In The Realms Of Science And
Technology; From The Men And Women Who Make Up His India Gandhi And Nehru And The
Less Obvious Ramanujan And Krishna Menon To An Eclectic Array Of Indian Experiences And
Realities, Virtual And Spiritual, Political And Filmi. The Book Is Leavened With Whimsical And
Witty Pieces On Cricket, Bollywood And The National Penchant For Holidays, And Topped Off
With An A To Z Glossary On Indianness, Written With Tongue Firmly In Cheek. Diverting And
Instructive As Ever, Artfully Combining Hard Facts And Statistics With Personal Opinions And
Observations, Tharoor Offers A Fresh, Insightful Look At This Timeless And Fast-Changing
Society, Emphasizing That India Must Rise Above The Past If It Is To Conquer The Future.
India Unbound Gurcharan Das 2002 Traces India's economic and social transformation into a freemarket democracy, sharing the stories of its top players while weaving in the author's own life
experiences as a former CEO for Procter & Gamble India. Reprint.
Rising Elephant Ashutosh Sheshabalaya 2005 Globalization's unexpected winner is reshaping the
World Order and causing havoc to the US economy
Rise of the Asian Giants Chung Tan 2008 This comparative study by Chinese social scientists of
the Chinese and Indian development experiences over six decades of independent nationhood is
witness to the fact that China and India are now looking at each other directly in search of a winwin partnership as both countries transform themselves into economic powerhouses.
Jihad vs. McWorld Benjamin Barber 2010-04-21 Jihad vs. McWorld is a groundbreaking work, an
elegant and illuminating analysis of the central conflict of our times: consumerist capitalism versus

religious and tribal fundamentalism. These diametrically opposed but strangely intertwined forces
are tearing apart--and bringing together--the world as we know it, undermining democracy and the
nation-state on which it depends. On the one hand, consumer capitalism on the global level is
rapidly dissolving the social and economic barriers between nations, transforming the world's
diverse populations into a blandly uniform market. On the other hand, ethnic, religious, and racial
hatreds are fragmenting the political landscape into smaller and smaller tribal units. Jihad vs.
McWorld is the term that distinguished writer and political scientist Benjamin R. Barber has coined
to describe the powerful and paradoxical interdependence of these forces. In this important new
book, he explores the alarming repercussions of this potent dialectic for democracy. A work of
persuasive originality and penetrating insight, Jihad vs. McWorld holds up a sharp, clear lens to
the dangerous chaos of the post-Cold War world. Critics and political leaders have already
heralded Benjamin R. Barber's work for its bold vision and moral courage. Jihad vs. McWorld is an
essential text for anyone who wants to understand our troubled present and the crisis threatening
our future.
The Blue Elephant Rahul Das 2020-09-12 How can India and the rest of the world use culture as a
tool for shared progress? In The Blue Elephant, Rahul Das, a reverse migrant, consultant and
backpacker explores Soft Power, an abstract topic in International Relations, by weaving together
his experiences with relatable ideas. ‘A comprehensive introduction to the why, what and how of
Soft Power; Timely, thoughtful and trenchant.‘ KISHORE MANDHYAN, FORMER POLITICAL
DIRECTOR, CABINET OF THE UN SECRETARY GENERAL ‘A much-needed spotlight on the
need for India to reprioritise its Soft Power’ SUHASINI HAIDAR, DIPLOMATIC EDITOR, THE
HINDU ‘A quirky mix of hard research and personal narrative’ TEJASVI SURYA, HON’BLE
MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT ‘This book has a soul, a positive intent and is firmly supported by
strong intellectual understanding; must be discussed by national leaders and the mainstream
media’ RAHUL EASWAR, AUTHOR ‘The Blue Elephant charts out a dynamic path to embolden
India in times to come’ MIRA MISRA KAUSHIK, ORDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE ‘An
interesting concept distilled in a unique and relatable manner. Our vibrant youth must be aware of
our Soft Power potential’ DR RITESH MALIK, ENTREPRENEUR ‘An easy read as it shares
Rahul’s experiences across his travels’ DATO ONG ENG BIN, CEO, OCBC BANK MALAYSIA ‘A
great view of the steps India must take to assert itself on the global stage’ BALAJI
VISWANATHAN, QUORA TOP WRITER ‘Rahul has chosen a fascinating topic and expressed his
thoughts breezily, with flair’. SHASHANK MANI TRIPATHI, FOUNDER, JAGRITI YATRA ‘Soft
Power presents a huge opportunity for India, the country that aims to be the next great power.
Rahul Das hammers home this idea comfortably in The Blue Elephant.’ SUBRAMANI
MANCOMBU, EXECUTIVE EDITOR, SWARAJYAMAG
Does the Elephant Dance? David Malone 2011-04-07 Surveys the main features of contemporary
Indian foreign policy.
The Dragon and the Elephant David Smith 2007 The rise of China and India will be the
outstanding development of the 21st century, raising fundamental questions about both the
structure of the world economy and the balance of global geopolitical power. Will China still be a
repressive and undemocratic regime, embracing free market economics but only when it suits?
How aggressive a superpower will it be? And what about India, whose huge and growing
population and economic prospects appear to guarantee prosperity? David Smith analyses the
ways in which the world is tilting rapidly Eastwards, and examines all the implications of the shift in
global power to Beijing, Delhi and Washington - a shift that will creep up on us before we know it.
Statebuilding Timothy Sisk 2014-01-21 After civil wars end, what can sustain peace in the longterm? In particular, how can outsiders facilitate durable conflict-managing institutions through
statebuilding - a process that historically has been the outcome of bloody struggles to establish the
state's authority over warlords, traditional authorities, and lawless territories? In this book, Timothy
Sisk explores international efforts to help the world’s most fragile post-civil war countries today
build viable states that can provide for security and deliver the basic services essential for

development. Tracing the historical roots of statebuilding to the present day, he demonstrates how
the United Nations, leading powers, and well-meaning donors have engaged in statebuilding as a
strategic approach to peacebuilding after war. Their efforts are informed by three key objectives: to
enhance security by preventing war recurrence and fostering community and human security; to
promote development through state provision of essential services such as water, sanitation, and
education; to enhance human rights and democracy, reflecting the liberal international order that
reaffirms the principles of democracy and human rights, . Improving governance, alongside the
state's ability to integrate social differences and manage conflicts over resources, identity, and
national priorities, is essential for long-term peace. Whether the global statebuilding enterprise can
succeed in creating a world of peaceful, well-governed, development-focused states is unclear.
But the book concludes with a road map toward a better global regime to enable peacebuilding
and development-oriented statebuilding into the 21st century.
Resurging Asian Giants Klaus Gerhaeusser 2010-07-01 The economies of the People's Republic
of China and India have seen dramatic growth in recent years. As their respective successes
continue to reshape the world's economic landscape, noted Chinese and Indian scholars have
studied the two countries' development paths, in particular their rich and diverse experiences in
such areas as education, information technology, local entrepreneurship, capital markets,
macroeconomic management, foreign direct investment, and state-owned enterprise reforms.
Drawing on these studies, ADB has produced a timely collection of lessons learned that serves as
a valuable refresher on the challenges and opportunities ahead for developing economies,
especially those in Asia and the Pacific.
China’s Regional Relations in Comparative Perspective Steven F. Jackson 2018-02-06 China’s
relations with its neighbors have evolved since 1949, and in the 21st century many scholars argue
that China’s rising power has led it to be increasingly domineering over those smaller countries in
Northeast, Southeast, Central, and South Asia. The evolution of China’s regional relations needs
to be examined comprehensively, since China counts twenty-seven countries as its "neighbors"
large and small. While China’s official policy toward all of these countries is to treat them as "good
neighbors" and "partners," some of these relationships have been spectacularly deteriorating,
while others have been quietly improving over the last two decades. Jackson takes a comparative
foreign policy approach, and compares China’s status as a regional hegemon with the United
States, Russia, India, Brazil, South Africa and Nigeria. The result is a broader theory as to why
regional powers are sometimes intimidating and at other times accommodating. An important
contribution to studies on China, this book will prove useful to scholars and students in Chinese
and Asian foreign policy, comparative foreign policy, and international relations.
The Indian in the Cupboard Lynne Reid Banks 2010-07-07 Adventure abounds when a toy comes
to life in this classic novel! It's Omri's birthday, but all he gets from his best friend, Patrick, is a little
plastic warrior figure. Trying to hide his disappointment, Omri puts his present in a metal cupboard
and locks the door with a mysterious skeleton key that once belonged to his great-grandmother.
Little does Omri know that by turning the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic toy into a real
live man from an altogether different time and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear
could hardly be more different, yet soon the two forge a very special friendship. Will Omri be able
to keep Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his new friend away?
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